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A COMPACT IMBEDDING THEOREM FOR 
FUNCTIONS WITHOUT COMPACT SUPPORT 

BY 

R. A. ADAMSO AND JOHN FOURNIER(2) 

The extension of the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem on the complete continuity 
of Sobolev space imbeddings of the sort 

(1) WZ>P(G)-*LP(G) 

to unbounded domains G has recently been under study [1-5] and this study has 
yielded [4] a condition on G which is necessary and sufficient for the compactness 
of (1). Similar compactness theorems for the imbeddings 

(2) Wm'p(G)->Lp(G) 

are well known for bounded domains G with suitably regular boundaries, and the 
question naturally arises whether any extensions to unbounded domains can be 
made in this case. Here G is an open domain in Euclidean «-space En9 and, as 
usual, Wm'p(G) [respectively WQ'P(G)] denotes for m a positive integer and 
p> 1 real the completion of the space of infinitely differentiable functions on G for 
which the norm below is finite [resp. the space of infinitely differentiable functions 
with compact support in G] with respect to the norm || ||m,p,G defined by 

MS.**- I [\D°u(x)\pdx 
0£\cc\&mJG 

where a=(al9..., an) is an w-tuple of nonnegative integers ; |«| = 2 <** ; Da=^ï1 • • • 
Dfr; Dj-d/dxj. 

The vanishing, in a generalized sense, on the boundary of G of elements of 
WQ'P(G) plays a critical role in the establishment of the complete continuity of (1) 
for unbounded domains. For elements of Wm*p(G) we no longer have this property 
and one might be led to expect that (2) cannot be compact for any unbounded G. 
For example, if G is the union of infinitely many balls 2?y (j= 1,2,...) with pair-
wise disjoint closures then the sequence {u3) defined by 

f 0 iîx^ 
UjW~ \(voLBj)-llp ifxeBj 

is clearly bounded in Wm>p(G) but not precompact in LP(G) no matter how rapidly 
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the radius of Bj tends to zero as j tends to infinity. (As long as the radius of in
tends to zero the imbedding (2) is compact by a theorem of [2].) 

In the remainder of this paper we shall consider a very restricted class of un
bounded domains G in E2 for which a condition necessary and sufficient for the 
complete continuity of the imbedding 

(3) W1*2(G)->L2(G) 

can be given. In particular, therefore, there do exist extensions of the Rellieh-
Kondrachov theorem to unbounded domains for imbeddings of type (2). 

DEFINITION. Hereafter / shall denote a positive, decreasing, continuously 
differentiate function on [0, oo) with bounded derivative / ' and which satisfies 
jo f(x) dx<co. G shall denote the domain in E2 bounded by the coordinate axes 
and the curve y=f(x). For R>0 we set GR={(x,y)eG: x>R} and KR = G—GR. 

REMARK. C. Clark has shown in [5] that the imbedding (3) is not compact for 
a domain G of the above type but for which $o f(x) dx=co. The imbedding 
Wo*2(G) ->L2(G) is compact in this case provided only thatf(x) -> 0 as x -->oo. 

Our principal result is the following 

THEOREM 1. The imbedding W1,2(G)->L2(G) is completely continuous if and 
only if 

(4) r f(x) dx = o(f(R)) Z$R->OQ. 
JR JB 

* 2 
EXAMPLE. f(x) — e~x satisfies (4) while/(x) = e"x does not. Condition (4) asserts 

that the half-life off tends to zero as x ->oo. In fact we require the following 

LEMMA 1. Condition (4) is satisfied if and only if for every e > 0, f(R+e) = o(f(R)) 
as R->oo. 

Proof, (a) Assume f(R + e) = o(f(R)) as JR->OO, for every positive e. For such 
e there exists R0 such that if x>R0 t h e n / ( x + e ) < i / ( x ) . Using the monotonicity 
off we obtain for R>R0 

f(x)dx= 2 K*)dx 
JR m = 0 JR + me 

< e | f(R + me) < ef(R) f l /2m = 2ef(R) 
m=0 m=0 

whence/satisfies condition (4). 
(b) Conversely, suppose / satisfies condition (4). Let e, S > 0. There exists R0 

such that if R> R0 then j%f(x) dx<e8f(R). But then by the monotonicity off we 
have for R>R0 

ef(R + e) < r*Sf(x)dx < (X f{x)dx < eSf(R) 
JR JR 

whence f(R+e) = o(f(R)) as JR->OO. 
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LEMMA 2. IfR>\ then for all $ e (^([O, oo)) we have 

(5) |£7(*W*) dx\ ^ «(^{JJ/WW*)l &+J V(*)lf(*)l dxj 
where 

1 r°° 
S(i?) = SUP ^r^r / ( * ) <&. 

Proof. For A:, £ > 0 we have 

Multiplication byf(x) and integration first with respect to x over [R,co) and then 
with respect to £ over [0, i£] yields 

R ^f(x)K*)dx = PV(*)<k FiKQd(+ fR de rf(x)dx Ff(t)dt 
JR JR JO JO JR J? 

= r f{x)dx [Rmdè+\Rdè{[*nt)dt f"/(*)<& 
JR JO JO US JR 

+j%'(t)dtj"f(x)dxj. 

Making use of the definition of S and the monotonicity off we now obtain 

*| ("/Mm dx\ < KR)f{R) f \m\ # 
\JR \ Jo 

+J* dt\h(R)f(R) f* |f (0| <fc+S(i?) £7(0lf (01 dtj 

< S(R) f"/(0WO| #+*§(*) |"7(0lf (01 * 
Jo Jo 

whence follows the Lemma. 

LEMMA 3. With S defined as in Lemma 2 there exists a constant C such that for 
all u G W1* 2(G) we have 

(6) \\u\\l2,GB < C8(R)\\U\\Î,2,G 

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume all functions are real-valued. Let 
<t> e C^G) have finite W1- 2-norm and let ̂  e Cx([0, oo)) be defined by 

Then clearly 

| f / W ^ ) J = ||f||g,2.CB 
|JB I 

Jo 
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Moreover, 

f (0 = yfôp {/(0A0të(',/(0)]2+/(0 f™ 74iU y) D&U y) dy 

- / ' (Ojo Wt>yy\*ày) 

whence we have, since/' is assumed bounded on [0,oo), 

/(Olf (01 ^ 2 Jo \Kt,y)\ \Dé{t,y)\ dy 

+const. \M,f(tW-± J™ m, y)f dy\ 

rat) 
< 2 Jo \cf>(t,y)\ {D^t,y)\ rfy+const. Mt9f(t))]

2-M,S(0)]2| 

for some function g satisfying 0<g(t)<f(t). Hence 

/ (Olf (01 * const. | J o |#f,y)| IAW,y)| rfv+Jo |#/ , j ) | \D*Kt, y)\ dy 

It follows that 

Jo"7(Olf(OI dt < const. j | | ^ . 1)^110.1.0+ | | * .A^ | |O . I .G} 

< COnSt. | | | ^ | | O , 2 . C | | ^ | | O . 2 . C + | | ^ | | O . 2 . O | | ^ | O , 2 . G | 

< COnSt. {||^||§.2.G+||^||g.2.G+ || A^||8.2.G}-

Substitution in (5) now yields (6) for <j> and the lemma follows by completion. 

Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Sufficiency. We assume (4) and hence that 8(R) -> 0 as 
R->co. Let {Wi}i°ii be a bounded sequence in Wlt2(G). We must show that {wj 
is precompact in L2{G) and for this it suffices by a standard diagonalization argu
ment to show that 

(i) for every e>0 there exists R such that for all /, ||wi||0f 2,GR<£> and 
(ii) for every bounded subdomain G'<^G the sequence {ut \ G'} is precompact 

in L\G'). 

We note that (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. If G'<=G is bounded 
then G'<^KR=G—GB for some R. The set KB is bounded and sufficiently regular 
that Rellich's compactness theorem is known to hold for it and so {w{ | KB} being 
bounded in WU2(KB) is precompact in L2(KB). Hence {w41 G'} is precompact in 
L\G') and so the imbedding (3) is completely continuous. 

(b) Necessity. We assume that (4) does not hold and so by Lemma 1 there exist 
8, e>0 and a positive sequence {Rj} with i?y->oo asy->oo such that/(jRy+3e) 
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> 8/(J?y). Without loss of generality we may assume that Rj+x > R5+3e for each j . 
Define functions u5 as follows 

uj(x, y) = cj{ 

where c5 is chosen so that 

[x-Rj for Rj < x < Rj+e 
e for Rj + e < x < Rj+2e 

Rj+3-x for Rj + 2e < x < Rs + 3e 
0 otherwise 

But then 

Mi*.a * *cf /(*) dx > fScfXR,) = 1. 
JRj + 6 

+ )f(x)dx 
Rj jR, + 2e/ 

< lecffiRj) = 2fi-28"1 

so that {wy}/Li is bounded in Wlt2(G) and bounded away from zero in L2(G). 
Since the functions Uj have mutually disjoint supports {uj} is not precompact in 
L2(G) and (3) is not completely continuous. 

REMARK. Condition (4) is not merely a restriction on the magnitude of f(x) 
as x ->oo but is also concerned with the steadiness of its decay. In fact it is easy to 
construct/(x)<e~**2 for which, however, f(x+ l)^o(f(x)) as x ->oo. 
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